Pressure induces folding intermediates that are crucial for protein-DNA recognition and virus assembly.
Protein-nucleic acid interactions are crucial for a variety of fundamental biological processes such as replication, transcription, restriction, translation and virus assembly. The molecular basis of protein-DNA and protein-RNA recognition is deeply related to the thermodynamics of the systems. We review here how protein-nucleic acid interactions can be approached in the same way as protein-protein interactions involved in protein folding and protein assembly, using hydrostatic pressure as the primary tool and employing several spectroscopic techniques, especially fluorescence, circular dichroism and high-resolution nuclear magnetic resonance. High pressure has the unique property of stabilizing partially folded states or molten-globule states of a protein. The competition between correct folding and misfolding, which in many proteins leads to formation of insoluble aggregates is an important problem in the biotechnology industry and in human diseases such as amyloidosis, Alzheimer's, prion and tumor diseases. The pressure studies reveal that a gradient of partially folded (molten globule) conformations is present between the unfolded and fully folded structure of several bacteria, plant and mammalian viruses. Using pressure, we have detected the presence of a ribonucleoprotein intermediate, where the coat protein is partially unfolded but bound to RNA. These intermediates are potential targets for antiviral compounds. Pressure studies on viruses have direct biotechnological applications. The ability of pressure to inactivate viruses has been evaluated with a view toward the applications of vaccine development and virus sterilization. Recent studies demonstrate that pressure causes virus inactivation while preserving the immunogenic properties. There is substantial evidence that a high-pressure cycle traps a virus in the 'fusion intermediate state', not infectious but highly immunogenic.